Miami-Dade County, Florida Notice of Acceptance 15-1215.10, expiration date 12/01/2020, requires installation of TAMKO® Heritage Woodgate® shingles in accordance with the fastening pattern illustrated below. This fastening pattern is accepted by TAMKO as an alternative to the fastening pattern in the Application Instructions for Heritage Woodgate Laminated Asphalt Shingles (Dallas, TX and Frederick, MD) only in those situations in which compliance with Miami-Dade County, Florida Notice of Acceptance 15-1215.10 is necessary. All other requirements of the Application Instructions for Heritage Woodgate Laminated Asphalt Shingles (Dallas, TX and Frederick, MD) must be followed.

Use of the fastening pattern shown below and compliance with all other requirements of the High Wind Warranty Fastening Pattern section of the Application Instructions for Heritage Woodgate Laminated Asphalt Shingles (Dallas, TX and Frederick, MD) qualifies for the High Wind Application Limited Warranty.

This document is not intended nor should it be construed to modify or alter the terms of the TAMKO Fiberglass/Asphalt Shingle Limited Warranty and Arbitration Agreement.

Additional information about TAMKO products is available at tamko.com.

* To obtain the current version of this Technical Notice and the most recent limited warranty, visit TAMKO’s website at tamko.com. TAMKO reserves the right to update, remove, or otherwise modify any Technical Notice. If a previous Technical Notice currently is not listed at tamko.com then it is no longer valid and should not be referenced or relied upon for any reason.
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